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George Washington
rr^HE United States George Washington Bicentennial

I Commission, under the able and efficient manage

ment of Congressman Sol Bloom, Associate Di
rector, is engaged in a most laudable undertaking—the
nation-wide celebration in a dignified manner of the Two
Hundredth Anniversary of the birth of the First Presi
dent.

"Washington's Birthday" has seen little celebrating, out
side of the school rooms, for many years, and it is par

ticularly appropriate in these days of both doubt and tribu
lation that the American mind be brought sharply back

to the study of the character, the principles and the sacri
fices of the first great leader and outstanding patriot of
this country.

The national celebration, which opens on the eye of

Abraham Lincoln
THOUSANDS of visitors trek annually to Kentucky

T

to visit the birthplace and the many scenes of the
life of Abraham Lincoln.

The month of February,

birth-month of the martyred President, each year grows
in reverence in the minds of a united, peace-loving nation.

This year finds America, instead of dividing against
herself over selfish principles, exercising the utmost in
generosity by dividing what she has among her less fortu
nate neighbors, both at home and abroad, to tide over
the period of world-wide want and unemployment. Lin
coln's Birthday, therefore, should assume greater signifi
cance in this new day of sacrifice.

Kentucky is proud to have been the birth-State of both
Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis, leaders on opposite
sides in a conflict that, as each viewed the right in his

Washington's Birthday, February 22, and continues
throughout nine months, will be participated in by every
city, town and hamlet in America, with local celebration,

own heart and wisdom, represented principles of the

and in all schools there will be contests—declamatory,

can characteristics.

essay and oratorical—that alone will be worth to "young
America" many times the amount expended by Congress

travel-loving (and living) public, and Kentucky's Lincoln

<»n the entire celebration.

Mayors of Kentucky cities, at the request of the Ken
tucky George Washington Bicentennial Committee, have
appointed local committees to plan programs for Wash
ington's Birthday, Decoration Day, State Natal Day, Flag
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day. Armistice Day and
Thanksgiving Day.

The Kentucky General Assembly is expected to of
ficially launch the Bicentennial by assembling in Joint
Session on Thursday, February 4, to witness the presenta

highest character. Each was unswerving in his purpose
and each was the personification of charity—both Ameri
Shrines are becoming more and more the mecca for a
shrines, though not heretofore undiscovered or unsung,
are coming into more prominence and being given more
attention.

By Federal appropriation the beautiful grounds sur
rounding the National Memorial near Hodgenville, which
enshrines the Lincoln birth-cabin, have been improved
until this shrine vies with the Memorial at Washington

for beauty and dignity. The Lincoln Spring nearby was
the source from which water was obtained, commingled
with historic waters from other States, for the christening

tion to Kentucky of a bust of George Washington and

of the super-ship Manhattan two months ago.

The

State Capitol rotunda. Congressmen Virgil Chapman
is to make the presentation and Governor Ruby Laffoon

an interesting article on the various Lincoln springs.
The log cabin in which Lincoln's parents. Thomas Lin
coln and Nancy Hanks, were married has now been
housed in a National Marriage Temple at Pioneer Me

a pedestal for its erection in the Hall of Fame in the Kentucky Progress Magazine in this issue publishes
is to receive the bust, on behalf of the State.

George Washington on February 4, 1791, signed the
Act making Kentucky a State. It was the first Act signed
by the new President. The Act became effective on June
1, 1792. On February 18, 1791, Washington signed
Vermont's Act, to become effective March 4, 1791. Thus,

for fourteen days Kentucky held the distinction of being
the first State authorized to join the thirteen Colonies in
the formation of the United States.

So. Washington honored Kentucky by making her the
first State to be recognized by the Union, and it is emi
nently fitting that Kentucky should honor the mernory of
Washington upon every appropriate occasion during tliis
Bicentennial year.
The Kentucky Progress Magazine, through the

morial State Park, Harrodsburg, and has attracted the
attention of thousands of visitors.

Springfield, where in the Court House is lodged the
record of the marriage by Rev. Jesse Head of Lincoln's

parents; Lexington, the home of Mary Todd, wife of
Lincoln and every town along the route taken by the

Lincoln family wfien they journeyed from Kentucky to
Indiana, all come in for their share of attraction to tour
ists and to historians.

A commendable project has been launched to build a
memorial highway from the Abraham Lincoln birthplace,
near Hodgenville, to the Jefferson Davis birthplace, at
Fairview, near Hopkinsville. The proposed highway from

centennial Commission, publishes in this issue several

Springfield, 111., burial place of the War President, to the
Lincoln birthplace near Hodgenville could well be extended

confidence, needed in this day and age.

to Atlanta, the heart of Dixie.

courtesy of the United States George Washington Bi

pictures of Washington and scenes of his eventful life. to Fairview, and in time, when the heroic figures of the
May they awaken a new sense of i^triotism. faith and Confederacy are carved on Stone Mountain, continued on
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George
Washington
The

"Lands-

downe" portrait,
by Gilbert Stuart.
In the Pennsyl
vania Academy of
the

P in e
since

Art*

181}.
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George

ashington

{From Noted Portraits)

U. S. George Washington Bicentennial Commission

Portrait by Edward Savage

Portrait by Peale.

The "Virginia Colonel
(at 40).

In 1796.

At age of 25

The noted Gilbert Stuart picture
(on the 2-cent stamps).
The Inauguration.

Portrait by Gilbert Stuart.
Page Six

In Revolutionary Costume.

In Battle.
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George ^f^shington Bicentennial Celebration
Plans and Purposes Announced by Kentucky George ^i^'ashington Bicentennial Committee

Beginning February
22nd and continuing until

Thanksgiving Day of this
year, there will be observed
throughout the United States
the

Celebration

of

the

Two

"It is not a custom with me

nation-wide Celebration should
not take the form of mere ma

to \eep money to looJ^ at."

terial display. It was considered
far more appropriate that the

—GEORGE WASHINGTON.

Hundredth Anniversary' of the
Birth of George Washington,
sponsored by the Government

Early in the formation of the
l)lans, it was decided that this

event be in the nature of a re

vival of appreciation and under
standing of what George Wash

of the United States. Congress has created a Commis

sion composed of outstanding men and women and of
which the President of the United States is Chairman, to

arrange a fitting program of commemoration in honor of
the greatest Citizen of the Republic, and each of the

ington did in shaping the destinies of the country'.
Nothing in the nature of an exposition or anything em
phasizing the commercial or industrial growth of the
nation was contemplated.
The Celebration will be in the hearts of a grateful

people.

forty-eight States has ap
pointed State Commissions
to co-operate with the Fed

The expression of

that gratitude and reverent
remembrance will be of a

lofty, yet simple character,

eral Commission and carry

befitting

out the various phases of the

both

the

man—

the

George Washington—and the
people of his beloved land.

It has been the plan and
purpose to reach every

room or school building in

program

in

all

of

States.

There will not be a school
the United States without its

church, every home, every

pictures of George Washing

school and every group of

ton and other inspirational

citizens in the nation, so that

reminders of his time and
achievements, and every
school, every church, every

an opportunity might be af
forded each man, woman and
child in America to partici

home and all other appropri
ate buildings should display
during the period of the

pate in this national Celebra
tion, and thus contribute in
dividually and collectively to
the honoring of the man who
not only achieved our free-

Celebration

the

American

Flag, which means more to

human understanding,
charted the future of the

us today than ever in the
history of our national life.
It is planned to hold essay
contests, pageants, plays and

Republic.
The Kentucky State Com
mittee, in co-operation with

the public schools and also
among the many clubs, as

dcrni as a nation, but whose

wisdom, patriotism and broad

exercises of similar kind in

sociations and miscellaneous

this plan, has appointed the
mayor of each city as local

groups of our people—all in
honor of George Washington.
George Washington

chairman, furnished complete

plans for staging celebrations
on

the dates designated

emerges from the shadow of
the years a transcendant
figure of all history.
Although he lived in a period that produced many great

General George Washington taking command of the army
at Cambridge, Mass.

throughout the year, and ap
pointed an Educational Con
test Ccmimittee. which is actively at work on the State
Contest in the schools, colleges and universities.

The purposes of the Celebration have been announced
as follows:

It is not to be observed in the City of Washington to

men—statesmen, patriots, soldiers—he towered above his
contemporaries^ as today he towers above every national
figure since his time.
He was a man so versatile of talents, so varied in ac

any greater extent than in any other city of the country, complishments, of such boundless energv and steadfast
although the National Capital, as the city which George purpose, that he would have been among the greatest
Washington himself founded, will doubtless be the Mecca
this year of many patriotic pilgrimages of the American

Americans had there been no war of the Revolution or
Republic of the United States.

this Celebration, in towns, villages and cities, as well as

Washington the wealthy. Washington the gentleman. He

jieopie. All have the same opportunity to take part in

We have heard much about Washington the aristocrat.

in niral communities. Every State and county fair, in

was all of these, but in a finer sense than the terms them

fact every function gives an opportunity to unite in honor

selves indicate.

ing George Washington.

IConfiHu^'d on page 25]
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George ^'W^ashington
Familar Scenes

{U. S. George Washington Bicentennial Commission)

Washington and Gist crossing the AUeghany River.

Washington reading prayers in his camp.

Washington crossing the Delaware (from "Irving's Life of Washington crossing the Delaware (the one in the school
Washington").

Washington and Lafayette at Valley Porge.
Page Eight
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Surrender of ComwalUs, Yorktown.
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George Washington Was Offered Louisville
Kentucky Attracted ^^asKington in1770 As Site For "New and Desirable Government"
—Pre-Revolution Episode Opens Wide Field For Conjecture
By Carl bernhardt

George
Washington had areal estate ven
ture presented to him in 1770 involving not only

soil, climate, navigation, and money making opportuni
ties. The description made a lasting impression upon

what is Kentucky—and even the fate of the Revolution.

The man who endeavored to enlist Washington s in
terest did find another patron and did gain a patent to

Waters" and in his friendliness to the dwellers thereon

the tracts at the Falls of the Ohio on which Louisville
was laid out. Indeeed the very incorporation of Louis
ville as a town in 1780 hinged on the efforts of the

pears in his Journal under date of November 22, 1770.
"Stayed at Pittsburg all day. Invited the officers and

in the speculative problems of history can indulge them
selves in what might have been the effect on the
velopment of Kentucky and Louisville had the man who
emerged from the successful Revolution as the wealthi

Croghan, (a very sensible man who had travelled over
a good deal of this western country both by land and
water, and confirms Nicholson's account of the good land

and it seems to have further convinced
the present site of Louisville, but a large part of Washington
him in his attitude toward the lands on "the Western

settlers to quiet his title. Those who like to engage

est man in America, because of his extensive land hold

when he became President.

Washington's account of the meeting with Connolly ap

some other gentlemen to dinner with me at Semples,

among whom was one Dr. Connolly, nephew to Col.

on the Shawna River, up which he had been near four

hundred miles) according to Dr. Connolly's description
must
be exceedingly desirable on manv accounts. The
tucky land projects.
climate
is exceedingly desirable on many accounts, the
For it was Dr. John Connolly who, finding a favor
soil remarkably good; the lands well watered with good
able opportunity on November 21, 1770, at a dinner to streams
and level enough for any kind of cultivation.
which he was invited by Col. Washington at Pittsburg,
[Continued on page 27]
described in great detail the possibilities of Kentucky

ings, joined Dr. Connolly in the development of Ken

_ i.

•A'jf

P

George Waihington and hU family at Mount Vernon.
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Monument at Blue Licks Battlefield

Monument at Blue Licks Battlefield.
Page Ten
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Battle of the Blue Licks
By Samuel M. Wilson
{Copyrighttd)

1

^HE battle at the
Lower Blue Licks fol

lowed fast upon, the

heels of the siege of Bryan's
Station. The story of that
memorable siege has been

freauently rehearsed, and it
is no part of our present
purpose to relate it in detail.
It was an immediate pre
lude to the pitched battle
in the horse-shoe bend of

the Licking, and for that
reason is inseparably as
sociated

with

the

not the result of a detached

BLUE UCKS SESQUI-CENTENNIAL
The General Assembly of Kentucky, now in session, has
passed a Resolution memorializing Congress to make an
adequate appropriation and appoint a Commission to
celebrate the Sesqui-centennial of the Siege of Bryan
Station and the Battle of Blue Licks in August of this

Washington Bicentennial Year, on a scale similar to the
Yorktown Sesqui-centennial last October. The accom

panying article, reminding Kentuckians and the nation
of the historic importance of "the last battle of the
Revolution"—the Battle of Blue Licks—^is from published

notes by Judge Samuel M. Wilson, prominent historian,
of Lexington, Ky.

latter

or sporadic uprising on the
I>art of the savages engaged,
but were the fruits of long
and deliberate planning and

preparation. And the full
significance of these events
will not be understood un

less that fact is clearly
recognized. That the origi
nal purpose of the enemy
was to proceed against
Wheeling or to descend
upon Clark and his small
but devoted garrison in

Fort Nelson, at "the Falls of Ohio"

event. But it will suffice here to refer
and successful defence in the most

(Louisville), or that these projects
were finally abandoned in favor of

general terms.

an invasion into the heart of Ken

to the grim assault on the little fort

Yorktown, on the 19th of October,
1781, virtually marked the end of the

tucky, does not in any degree alter
the fact, or lessen the significance of
the fact, that the great tragedy which

War of the American Revolution in

was enacted at the Lower Blue Licks,

The Surrender of Cornwallis at

in the month of August, 1782, was
the consummation of a predetermined
plan on the part of the enemy. . . .
Had Colonel Todd and his hastily
embodied troop of pioneer militia
been aware of all this, which they
were not, it is more than likely that
radically different tactics would have
been employed; certainly they would

the East, but it hardly marked the

beginning of the end of that war in
the West. On the contrary; the con
test between the frontiersmen on the

borders of Pennsylvania, West Vir
ginia and Kentucky, and their British
and Indian adversaries, was carried

on during the year 1782 with renewed
vigor and violence. Indeed, this year
may fairly be regarded as the bitter
est and bloodiest of ail the years of
the Revolutionary conflict in the
Ohio Valley. . . .
The attack upon Bryan's Station
and the Battle of Blue Licks were

have acted with more caution and ad
vanced with less haste. . . .

The British and Indians, under
The old buffalo trace which passes through
Blue Licks battleground.

Captain Caldwell, reached the vicinity
of Bryan's Station on the night of
Thursday, August 15, 1782. No at-

U. S. Highway 68. leading by Blue Licks Battlefield Park.

Kriitiirty

Park C/Jmmissinti
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tack on the fort, however, was made until about sunrise
on the morning of the 16th. Once begun, the attack
was continued remittingly all that day, all the ensuing
night, and until about 10 o'clock in the morning of Satur
day, the 17th. At no time during the siege does the
enemy appear to have relaxed its efforts either to carry
the station by storm or to compel a
surrender of its vigilant and coura
geous garrison. But all efforts to
accomplish this were in vain.

from Lincoln County, under Lieutenant-Colonel Stephen
Trigg, and about 45 men from Fayette County, under
Lieutenant-Colonel Daniel Boone. At that time the popu
lation of Fayette was the smallest of any of the three
counties into which Kentucky was divided, and the popu
lation of Lincoln was about double that of both Fayette
and Jefferson. This fact may ac
count for the disparity between the
number of troops from the two
counties of Fayette and Lincoln. So

During the forenoon of the 17th.

far as now known, there were no

the force under Captain Caldwell,
despairing of the reduction of the
station, began their return march,
having burnt five houses contiguous
to the fort, killed upwards of 300
h(^s, 125 head of cattle and a num
ber of sheep, taken a number of
horses and destroyed all the potatoes

soldiers whatever from Jefferson
County in Colonel Todd's command.
Its settlements were busy with their
own affairs and too remote to render
assistance. . . .
After a short consultation at

Bryan's Station, on the morning of
Sunday, the 18th, the Kentuckians
under Todd began their march along
the irregular and uneven but well-

that could be found, cut down a

great deal of the growing corn,
burned the hemp in the fields and

defined Buffalo trace, which bore
unmistakable signs of the recent
passage of the retreating foe. In
their flight, if it may be so called,

(lid considerable other damage. . . .
The Kentuckians soon gathered in

considerable force at Bryan's Sta
tion and determined to pursue the
retreating army, having, as it seems,
no very accurate idea of its numeri
cal strength. The pursuit com
menced on Sunday, the 18th, the
whole number of the pursuers, in
cluding both officers and men,
amounting to 182.
These were
under the command of Colonel John
Todd, the County-Lieutenant of
Fayette, and consisted of about 130

the enemy had taken particular
pains, it seems, to hide their num
bers, by marching for the most part
in single file and having each man
carefully tread in the foot-prints of
the one who led the way. The
enemy, it is true, had a full day's
start of the pioneers, but the former
were on foot, and the latter, by the
Ravine in which Indians were hidden at
Blue Licks.

aid of their horses and a

forced

[Continued on page 29]

The dead, not unknown but unrecognizable when buried, at Blue Licks.

Kn-ivrhy statr Park Commission
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Bryan Station

Site of Bryan Station, on hill overlooking spring.

—Cnsick

The historic spring at Bryan Station enclosed in D. A. R. memorial. At left it hill down which the women came for the water
for the besieged fort.

— M<Clurf
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The Siege of Bryan Station
By Mrs. Peyton B. Howard
Pajt Recent, Bryan Station Chapter, D. J. R.

The
Siege of Bryan Station should be given the
most prcwninent place among the many interesting
episodes of Bryan Station history. It is well nigh
impossible to condense it into one short sketch. The
thrilling story of the Siege, where less than fifty pioneer
settlera held ofT an array of 500 Indians and Canadians,

at break of day.

While the settlers were so busily en

gaged the savage enemy slipped silently around the settle
ment and hid themselves in the com, hemp, cane, and
in the forest.

The presence of the enemy was discovered by the
woodsmen within the station before they opened the gate

under the leadership of British officers, assisted by such
renegade white men as Simon Girty and Alexander Mc-

to march away in the hour of dawn. Within a short time
messengers slipped away to go for help, and plans were

Kee, can not be told in a few words.

made for the defense of the station. With the knowledge
that the station was surrounded came the terrifying

Bryan Station, settled by the four Bryan brothers in
1779, had passed through several years of hardships and
by the summer of 1782 seemed to have reached a turning
point in its career. Peace and prosperity surrounded the
little settlement, crops were good, the cabins of the station
were mostly occupied by settlers, and the Indians apj)eared to be quiet throughout the country. This, however,

was only the quiet before the stonn, for, like lightning
from a dear sky, came disaster.

Late in the evening of August 15th (1782) news came

that the Indians had attack^ and defeated a party of
men at Upper Blue Licks; that they appeared to be plan
ning to attack Hoy's Station; that British officers were
directing the savages and all fighting men were ui^ed
to prepare for war.

Excitement reigned, but no time was lost in making
preparations to start at earliest dawn to go to the aid of
the endangered stations. Late into the night the work of
molding bullets went on, powder horns were filled, and
supplies gathered in readiness for the march to be made

knowledge that the garrison was without sufficient water
to withstand a long siege.
It was at this time that the brave women of the station
showed their heroic courage. They declared that it was

everywhere the recognized work of the women to carry
the water: that if they went for it as usual the enemy
would think themselves undiscovered: that if the men

went to procure the water the Indians would open an im
mediate attack and the women and children would be left

unprotected. The men consented to the plan and stood
guard while the women and girls took their pails and
marched down to the spring for the much needed supply
of water. The daring plan was a success and all returned
in safety to the protection of the stockade.
All day, and throughout the night the battle raged. The
firing of the outside cabins, the arrival of reinforcements
in the afternoon, the fighting in the dense com and cane,

the thrilling escape of the foot-men, the safe return of
\Continwd on page 30]
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Do Kentucky Springs Hold Mystic Content?
Dr. Warren, author of article on opposite page, cites Lincoln and other noted men
as evidence that they do.
Left:

Abraham Lincoln.

Nurtured by Kentucky

spring water.

Right:

Jefferson Davis.

Nurtured by Kentucky

spring water.

Below:

Lmcoln Birthplace near Hodgenville.

The Lincoln Spring at Lincoln Memorial (birthplace) near
Hodgenville.

Twin spring at lAary Todd's summer home, "Buena Vista,"
often visited by Lincoln.

—P*yn0

—Cutiek
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The Everlasting Springs of the Lincolns
An Address Delivered at Lincoln Spring When Water Was Procured
for the S. S. *'Manhattan*' Christening
By LOUIS A. WARREN
Historiany Lincoln National Life Insurance Company

rr^HE most valuable prizes for which primitive man

I fought in the early struggle for survival, were the

"Springs of Water." Near these natural fountains,
so necessary for the well-being of the family, they built
their first camps. Down
through the centuries the
frontiersman, when seeking
a place for his wilderness
home, has been influenced

the Emancipator and his people, nature has taken care that
the sites of their cabin homes shall not be forgotten.
An old chinquapin tree, standing in the very northeast
comer of Jefferson County, Kentucky, seeks its nourish
ment from the spring that
furnished water for the first

/.L

T .»•,

i • il'-

Lincoln cabin in the great

I .

Wilderness. The constant
cultivation of the field in

which this spring is located

by the availibility of good
water.

has caused the walls, which

It is evident in the

formerly enclosed it, to
collapse, but a small cairn
just above the place where

development of the western
country that arid claims
with excellent springs were
usually chosen in preference

the water oozes out of the

to the more fertile acres

earth,

with a limited water supply.
Centers of population soon

from the stones that once

abiding places of our an
cestors. Imposing shrines
have been erected to desig

been

erected

composed the small spring
house. It was close by this
spring that Abraham Lin
coln, the pioneer grand

grew up around many of
these spring sites.
The everlasting springs
have become the natural
memorials which mark the

has

Lincoln Spring, Jefferson County, Ky. The author is kneeling
beside the cairn marking site where the pioneer Lincoln was
massacred by the Indians.

nate sites of historic importance, but often nature has
established more enduring monuments to mark the spots
where illustrious men have lived and died. The several
homes of the Lincolns in Kentucky are marked by ever

lasting springs and regardless of man's efforts to honor

father of President Lincoln,
was killed by the Indians in

the month of May, 1786.
The widow Lincoln and

her five orphan children
soon moved to what is now Washington County, Ken

tucky. Here in the Beech Fork community all five of
her children were married. The last of the five wedding
ceremonies to be celebrated was the marriage of the

[Continued on page 30]

Lincoln Spring, Washington County, Ky., where the parents of President Lincohi were married in 1806.
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Kentucky's Surpassing

Mighty Mountains. View from Lookout Peak, Letcher County.

Mighty Cataracts. Cumberland Falls, Whitley and McCreary Counties.
l-'age Eighletn
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Scenic Splendor

Mighty Cavern*. "Bridal Altar," Mammoth Cave. National Park Area.

© C"an5,;j'& !^hooi;

Mighty Riven. "Mills Point," Hickman, on the majestic Mississippi.
Pait NineUtn
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Cloverport—^^here Lincolns Crossed Ohio River

First house built m JoeviUe (now Cloverport) by Joseph
Huston in 1797-8. Built of logs fastened with wooden pins
(now weatherboarded).

The chimney was rough rocks.

Second house built in 1801 by Joe Plumlet and still standing.
It was in this house Henry Clay was entertained when he
made his race for President

- -n-- ..

•

--y-.

Upper Cloverport as seen from the Indiana shore. It was first named JoeviUe.

The author, Edward Gregory, standing on spot at Cloverport The old Murray Graveyard where many of the early settlers

where stood CoL Logan C. Murray when Ae latter pointed sleep. The tall shaft in center marks the grave of Col. Daniel
across the nver and said: "The Lincoln raft was landed right
R. Murray.
over there.
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Lincoln Family Passed Through Cloverport
By Edward gregory

t I >HK pioneer uf lireckinnclgt- county. Ky.. was
I General William Hardin of Pennsylvania. He was

Joseph Huston
Among the early settlers of Fort Hardin was Joe
born in old Virginia and with three companions in Huston, who came to Hardinsburg about the time the
ihe early spring of 1780, came down the. Wabash, the town had been laid out. He had received a large grant of
land from the Virginia Company, extending from the
Shawnee Indian name for the Ohio River, to the falls of
the river on a trip seeking a location for a settlement. mouth of Clover Creek up as far as Holt's bottom, and
running way back into the hills. There
Not liking the low swampy grounds
on the Kentucky side, the trio floated
was no way of getting supplies, when
and pulled on down the river. It was
needed, only by long hauls from the falls
HOOGENVILLE'
of the Ohio River, or by sending parties
just at the time of a big rise in the
river, and they mistook Sinking Creek
to camp for weeks watching for some
to be a small river that led in the di
hardy trader, floating down the river, to
EUZA&ETMTOttN
rection of Hines Fort. They then de
get powder, lead, salt and other necessary
cided to explore that part of the country
things.
and seek a good location for a settle
The wild deer always inhabited the
ridges of the Hills. In order that he
ment.
Ascending the creek as far as the Falls
might be able to see in front and on both
sides of his range, the white man fol
of Sinking, Hardin and his companions
C,ARFiElD
nAk^tU
set out to explore the territory, but be
lowed these well beaten paths. A trail
fore they had traveled more than three
was started down along these ridges
miles they found that they were being
which soon became a well beaten path to
pursued by Indians who were far above
the Ohio River. Later the ax followed
nene Bt
jacm »e*rii£smi
them on the ridge; they also observed that
the trail and a road was cleared, so that
ON KAfT MADE W))
Of LOGS
they were about to be cut off from their
the settlers might buy their goods at the
CLOVERPOftl
canoe, so they tocrf< flight as near the di
river and thus the deer path became a
T0BIM5P0RT
road.
rection of Fort Hines as was possible
mtUB MEM
In time the dirt road gave way to turn
and were hotly chased through the day
MO CUMIO
pike and in recent years to the United
and the greater part of the night. The
lA fayette swing
Ci*MPfO Hf/te
States Federal Highway No. 60, but over
next morning while stopping at a large
CANNELTON
spring to quench their thirst, they were
this same route drove Thomas Lincoln
TELi CITY
with a yoke of oxen and cart, from Fort
attacked by a large body of Indians, and
Hardin, now Hardinsburg, to Joeville,
one of their number was killed, but
TROV
Hardin. with his other two companions.
now Qoverport, to cross the river on his
/
way to his Indiana home.
managed to outwit the Indians and finally
/
INDIANA
In the years 1798-99, Joe Huston
reached Fort Hines. The next Spring.
/
HOME
Hardin with several companions returned
decided to locate on this land and he
with several companions came down
seeking a settlement, and finding a good
Map of Lincoln Family's Route.
location they went to work to build a fort
the well beaten path, and built a cabin,
but remained only one season and re
and stockade for their protection, as
Indians still claimed Kentucky as their hunting grounds. turned to Fort Hardin,
When the Fort was completed they returned for their
Joseph Plumblet
families, and this soon came to be known as Fort Hardin,
and later was known as Hardinsburg, the county seat of
After Joseph Huston returned to Hardinsburg, we find
[Continued on page 31]
Breckinridge county.
(.AHPEO Kite

?v-vyVf;;

The arrow shows where the Lincoln family boarded a log raft
to cross the Ohio River in 1816, at Cloverport.

Ohio River at Cloverport. The large clump of trees across the
river at right is where Lincoln landed on the Indiana shore.
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Design of A4.onument For Fort Harrod
Accepted Plans for $100,000 Memorial to be erected by Congress

Floor plans for Memorial at Pioneer Memorial Park, showing groiind map
of Clark's route to Northwest territory.

Side view of 9100,000 HemoriaL
Pagt T»enly-(»o
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Congress Completes Harrodsburg Picture
Pioneer Memorial Association Achieves Goal Planned Nine Years Ago
at Harrodsburg
(From Harrodsburg Herald)

A'l^O FRANCIS KEALLY and Ulric Ellerhusen, of

I

New York, were given the award for the National

Monument to the Memory of the First Permanent
Settlement of the West at Harrodsbui^, for which the

last Congress appropriated $100,000.
Seventy-three
l)eautiful models by outstanding artists from many differ
ent sections of the United States, were submitted to the

Jury of Award. The personnel of this Jury and its re]X>rt are incorporated in the notes below, received from
the Director of Kentucky State Parks, giving an ex
cellent and vivid account of the winning design and how
the members of the Jury arrived at a unanimous decision
as to the award.

In 1923 when the Pioneer Memorial Associaticm was

beginning to plan a suitable development for the Old
Fort Hill ground, but recently purchased from Miss Irene
Moore, and before it was taken over as a State Park,

Bishop Charley E. Woodcock, of Louisville, chairman of
the Association, appointed a committee of prominent men
and women of the State to decide on the form of memorial

to the pioneers that was to be developed. This commit
tee met at Beaumont Inn, and after a session that lasted

nearly all night, agreed on the following recommendations
for the development of tlie shrine: 1—It must be State
wide in its significance; 2—The Pioneer Cemetery pre
served without alteration; 3—A replica built of Old Fort
Harrod; 4—The Mansion made into a museum; 5—A
Sculptured Memorial erected to preserve in enduring
stone the spirit and the history of the pioneer era.
Kentucky, with the aid of Kentuckians all over the
world, has carried out four of the recommendations for

the development of the Pioneer Memorial State Park and

made it a shrine that is already of international renown.

The United States Government, by appropriating
$100,000 for the Sculptured Memorial, is recognizing the
history of this place as a distinct era in the development
of the American nation, deserving of official recognition,
and by this act has advanced the shrine from state~wide
to nation-wide significance. By erecting the Sculptured
Memorial it has set its approval on the plans that first
inspired the creation of the Pioneer Memorial State Park.
The Memorial will be erected by the War Department

under the supervision and jurisdiction of Major General
John L. DeWitt and Brigadier General L. H. Bash, Q.
M. C., Washington, D. C., and Major George F. Spann,
Constructing Quartermaster of the War Department at
Jeffersonville, Indiana.
There was a call for competitive bids and the most
outstanding architects and sculptors throughout the United
States offered designs and bids for the Memorial. The
law provided that there shall be a Jury of Award of five
(5) members appointed by the Quartermaster General.
Members of this Jury of Award to select the design for
the Memorial to the memory of the first permanent settle
ment of the West, met in the office of General L. H.

Bash of the War Department at Washington, Friday
morning. December 18. at nine o'clock. The Jury was
composed of:
1. Mr. Robert Aitken, of New York City, one of
the outstanding sculptors of the United States.
He has been particularly successful with monu
mental work of importance.

[Continued on page 32]

Front view of memorial—George Rogers Clark it the outstanding figure in center.
Pafe
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ashington TheNation Builder
BICENTENNIAL POEM

By Edwin Markham
Author of ''Thr Man fi'ith the fJof"

A Spartan mother called him into Time.
And kindled duty in him as a flame;
While he was schooled by the primeval hills
Of old Virginia—schooled by her mighty woods,
Where Indians war-whooped and the wild beast
prowled.
His name was written on no college scroll:
But he drank wisdom from the wilderness.

The mountains poured into his soul their strength,
The rocks their fortitude, the stars their calm

He led his tattered host on stubborn fields,
Barefoot and hungry, thru the ice and mireThru dolors, valors, desperations, dreams—
Thru Valley Forge on to world-startling hours
When proud Cornwallis yielded up his sword.
And all the way. down to the road's last bend,
Cool Judgment whispered to his listening mind.
Where there was faltering, he was there as faith;
Where there was weakness, he was there as
strength:

Where there was discord, he was there as peace
He grew a silent man;
Yet carried on all roads

His trust was in the Ruler of Events—

The lofty courtesies, the high reserves.
He seemed to know, even in this noise of time.
The solemn quiets of Eternity.
But fiery energy, a live crater, slept
Under that mountain calm; yet never blazed
Into a passion, save in some black hour
When craven souls betrayed the people Then
He was all sword and f^ame, a god in arms.

In Him who watches.
Are in God's hands.

He could say, "The ends
I trust,

But while I trust I battle." In this creed,
His soul took refuge and his heart found rest.

When, after Yorktown, all the guns were husht.
Still was our Chieftain on a battle line,
Fighting old laws, old manners, old beliefs.
He fought the outworn old,
And lit new torches for the march ahead.

With the heart of a child, the wisdom of a sage.

Life tried his soul by all the tests of timeBy hardship, treachery, ingratitude;

He toiled with no self to serve.

He grew in greatness, year by luminous year
Until he carried empire in his brain.
Yet if no Cause, -no high commanding Cause.

Yes, even by victory and the loud applause.
When fortune flung to him a crown, he flung
The bauble back and followed the People's dream

Had called him to the hazard of the deed.

None would hav^ guessed his power

He turned from all the tempters,
Stood firm above the perils of success—
Stood like Monadnock high above the clouds.

To build a nation out of chaos, give
To her the wings of soaring destinies.
But at the Hour, the People knew their Man.
The one ordained of Heaven, ordained to stand

He did the day's work that was given him;

In the deadly breach and hold the gate for God.

He toiled for men until he flamed with God.

And when the Scroll was signed and the glad Bell
Of Independence echn#»H round the world.

Now in his greatness, ever superbly lone.
He moves in his serene eternity.
Like far Polaris wheeling nn the North.

W'
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George "Washin^n Bicentennial Cele
bration

[Continued from page 7]
He came of a good family of land owners and farmers,
but he was in thought and deed the greatest Democrat in
our national history. He was wealthy, but he used his

money to generous and splendid purposes. He was a
gentleman in all that that means of refinement, of culture
and of consideration for his fellow men.

No name that shines forth from our own historic pages

suggests more of courage, of self-reliance, of innate in
tegrity, than that of George Washington.

It was the rare combination of these qualities which

the growth of that territory, centuries after he had passed
away.

Commerce, then, was the binding chain of mutual in
terest that would unite all of this region into a strong,

organized and prosperous nation.
The United States was far more in his opinion, than

a political union, important as that must always be.
He felt that there first must be a complete union of

language, education, social life, commercial relations and
solid neighborly confidence, throughout the national struc
ture.

He realized that political union to strengthen the nation
and perfect these basic interests, must inevitably follow,
so that commerce and social intercourse, in and between

the States was of primary importance to the people them

developed a natural leadership, and instilled into his
countrymen that spirit of confidence and devotion which selves.
To foster and encourage national commerce with other
made the winning of the war of the Revolution a possi
nations of the earth, must ever be the chief concern of
bility, under conditions so dispiriting, so discouraging, so the federal government. That policy has been followed
demoralizing, that only the leadership of this one man and
has played no inconsiderable part in the rounded and
could have established our independence and our endur
ing government.

It was George Washington who realized more than any
man of his time what the freedom of the colonies meant
to the men and women who were to come after him.

In all his public career, which was of unusual length.

George Washington faced situations and confronted prob

lems that were new and afforded no previous experience
as guidance.

"Never before in the history of the human race." says
Historian Lossing, "did men, charged with the manage

ment of public affairs have more solemn, important and
difficult tasks to perform than did Washington and his
compeers in determining the policy of the new govern

ment of the United States and in putting into healthy

motion its machinery. Some of the problems to be solved
were new to statesmen.

The peculiar condition of the

country, politically and commercially, rendered precedence
furnished by the older States of Europe of no avail."
It was George Washington's counsel, his judgment,
his mature experience and knowledge of men. that guided

continuous prosperity of the nation.
We have formed a habit of idealizing our greatest hero,

yet George Washington was a normal man of abnormal
qualifications.
It is to understand something of George Washington,

the man, with his human qualities, his human sufferings
and human achievements, the best known and least under
stood American, that education must now deal.

We want to make the year 1932, a year of thought and
appreciation of George Washington as he actually was.
It is the purpose of this Celebration to bring George
Washington into the hearts of our people so that we can
all better understand how really great, measured in human
terms, were the deeds he wrought.

It is hoped to re-animate the scenes of his life and
activities so that in the minds of Americans of today and

of the future, we may know Washington in his relation
to his people and his country.
History records but very few human characters which

develoi>ed such persistency, such will to overcome and
faith in the triumph of right as are found in the life and

his patriotic associates in the formation of our system of accomplishments of George Washington.
federal administration.

It was Washington who gained the independence of the
colonies and who brought together those unsympathetic

and sometimes unneighborly groups into a cohesive entity.

It was George Washington who laid the foundation of
our plan of administration and those foundations were so

wisely laid and so soundly based upon the solid rock of

common sense, that the government he and his associates
established has survived to this day, with added strength
and added prosijerity for all his people.
But from our modern viewpoint, one of the most re

Read, think, learn, the history of his boyhood adven

tures as a surveyor, in what was then the wilderness of
the frontier.

Read, think, learn, of his military missions and en
counters with the French and Indian warriors, who threat
ened the colonies from the Ohio countrv.

Read, think, learn, his record of military achievements,

after taking command of the Minute Men at Cambridge,
where he first appeared as commander-in-chief of the
Continental forces, until Liberty was proclaimed as es
tablished throughout the land.
Read, think, learn, of those pitiful but marvelous cam

markable of his superior talents was his conception of the
future growth and development of the United States. He paigns of hungry, ragged and disorganized Continental
foresaw more clearly than any of his contemporaries, the forces—^lieroes all. Read of Valley Forge, Saratf^a,
geographical and industrial expansion of his country.
Trenton and New York.
While even such outstanding men as Franklin, John

Hancock. John Adams. Hamilton and even the more

Consider that he fought with armies which he had
formed from little more than disorganized mobs and that

imaginative Jefferson, who did not dream then of the throughout almost the whole period of the war. Congress
Louisiana purchase, thought and talked in terms of a was unable, or at least failed, to provide him with ade
United States that would have its ultimate western
boundaries no further than the Mississippi. Washington s

quate equipment of any kind, and his personal and politi

prophetic vision rested upon the Pacific coast.

contemptible to undermine his character and hamper his

He knew little of the industrial and agricultural pos

sibilities of that vast expanse of then unknown territory,
but he had an inherent faith in the future that envisioned

cal enemies hesitated at no effort, no matter how mean or

operations.
Let us remember those heart-breaking scenes of the

bitter winter campaigns, when the ragged army left its
Page ruenfjc/Sve
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"Save Frankfort's Hills" Is Appeal
"Women's Federation and Other Organizations Have Asked the Legislature to Create a
Capital Commission and ' 'Make Picturesque Frankfort a State Park "

The bend of the Kentucky River in Frankfort, showing the State Capitol approach. The Vista is marred by the city
quarry operations on Buttimer's Hill, which have drawn quarry "scar" on Fort Hill, part of Frankfort's hill setting.
protest

Also protested.

The Kentucky River hills below Frankfort, long the painter's paradise.
Paft Tweniy-»ix
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irail uf bitKtd fruin bleeding feet upon the snow—march
ing, struggling forward, ever forward into the glory of
everlasting fame.

Wherever the flag of our nation flies today, it is the
sheltering symbol of perfect freedom and those ideals of
democracy which were espoused by the great commander
who led those glorious patriots of long ago.
Wherever tliat flag f!ies today, those under its protection
owe a debt of gratitude to George Washington that can
never be fully realized and can only be repaid in the grate
ful remembrance of what he was and what he did for us
all.

The people of the United States are asked to pause
uix)n the Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of
this great man, to think in reverence of those episodes
and those sacrifices and those achievements which molded

events and guided destinies that today insure to every
American citizen the right to the blessings of Life, Liberty
and the Pursuit of Happiness. We must all join in giving
fitting expression to the honor and veneration in which
we hold our greatest American—George Washington.

George Washington Was Offered
Louisville
[Continued from page 9]

Returning from this trip he met Connolly, and no doubt
was not surprised when he turned up at Williamsburgh,
the then Virginia capitol, paying court to the new Royal
Governor. This worthy, John, Earl of Dunmore, Vis
count Fincastle, Baron Murray of Blair, of Monlin and
of Tillimet, Royal Lieutenant and Governor General, first
of New York and then of Virginia, did more by his land
policy to alienate Virginians of whatever station in life
or condition than by any other thing.
The first grievance was that in obeying the misguided
orders with which he was charged—of confining the
settlers to the Atlantic seaboard, he ran afoul of the whole

body of men who had volunteered by the thousands for
military service and were not allowed to locate their
claims. Of these George Washington, we have seen, was
not only the leader and the agent, but also heavily inter
ested on his own account.

The second grievance was that as soon as Dr. Connolly
got to Lord Dunmore, he persuaded him to stake out

claims for himself and friends and to ignore the military
warrants.

In

the

correspondence

of

the

merchant

Thomas

Wharton is to be found a paragraph in which he remarks
that Patrick Henry told him: "That he was at Williamsburg with Ld. Dunmore when Dr. Connolly first came
there, that Connolly is a chatty sensible man, and in
formed Ld. Dunmore of the extreme richness of the lands

"Besides these advantages from nature it has others
not less important to a new settlement, particularly
game, which is so plenty as not only to render the
transportation of provisions there, (bread only excepted)
altt^ether unnecessary, but to enrich the adventurers with
the peltry for which there is a constant and good market.
"Dr. Connolly is as much delighted with the lands and
climate on that river, that he seems to wish for nothing
more than to induce one hundred families to go there and
live that he might be among them.
"A new and desirable government might be established
there, to be bounded, (according to his account) by the
Ohio northward and westward, the ridge that divides the
waters of the Tennessee or Cherokee River southward and
westward, and a line to be drawn from the Falls of the
Ohio, or above so as to cross the Shawna River above the
Fork of it."

The passage in the Journal needs some explanation to
modern readers. First of all the land descril^d becomes
plainer when it is known that the "Shawna" was none
other than the Cumberland. Thomas Jefferson sets down
in his "Notes on Virginia:" "Cumberland, or Shawnee
River, intersects the boundary between Virginia and North
Carolina, sixty seven miles from the Mississippi and again
198 miles from the same river, a little above the entrance

of Obey's River into the Cumberland." With this identity
clear, those who consult the map, may see what a large
portion of Kentucky was included.
The incident itself is part of the story of the causes
which led to the revolt of influential Virginians against
the Crown. In the first place both the rank and file of

which lay on both sides of the Ohio; that the prohibitory
orders which had been sent him relative to the hither side

had caused him to return his thoughts to the opposite
shore (Kentucky) and that as his Lordship was de
termined to settle his family in America . . . with the
knowledge that Connolly had given him of the quality of
the country."
Having, therefore, failed with the project of interesting
George Washington—the most influential of the Vir
ginians and already inspecting western lands, Connolly
had addressed himself to a man who he thought could
help him even more.
His actions in sequence display great activity in build
ing up a huge Western Empire. It was a land grab. For
himself he obtained the site of Louisville.

He had siezed

Pittsburg in the name of Lord Dunmore. He advertised
the townsite at the Falls of the Ohio in the Williamsburg
Gazette of April 7, 1774. The patent had been granted
by Lord Dunmore prior to the summer of 1773 and by
July 8, Captain Bullitt with his party arrived at the Falls
to survey it.
There can be little doubt that the plan which Connolly
broached to Geoi^e Washington at Pittsburg for a "new
government" and the development of Kentucky lands
played an important part in George Washington's final
decision to lead the revolt in Virginia along with Patrick
Henry and others. It was the common cause of all Vir
ginians to frustrate Lord Dunmore's designs as well as
those of the Crown which were likely to deprive them of
their lands in Western Virginia—now Kentucky.
Washington well expressed the feeling of the day in

volunteers for service in the French and Indian Wars

1767 in speaking of Kentucky lands and the prohibition

had been paid off in land warrants to be located in the
Western Country. Washington himself as aid to Braddock had, perhaps, the most extensive claims, and by 1770
he had become the agent of many of the officers and sol
diers. Before pressing their claims and his own he took
a trip down the Ohio from Pittsburg to the mouth of the
Kanawha with his eye out for good lands of which he
was a skillful judge.

of the British government against settlement when he said
in a letter to his western agent Crawford:
"I can never look upon that proclamation in any other

light (but I say this among ourselves) than as a temporary
expedient to quiet the minds of the Indians ... It must
fall in the course of a few years, especially when the

Indians consent to our occupyir^ the lands. Any person,
therefore, who neglects the present opportunity of hunting
Page Tveniy-^ven
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Old A^^ulkeyA4.eeting I""louse—State Alemorial
This Old ChurcK (Built in 1798) Located in Monroe County, is Latest
Addition to State Shrines

m

¥

Old Mulkey Meeting House.

One of the Pioneer burial spots.
Page Taeniy-eighl

Scene at dedication as State Memorial last November.

Note grave of Revolutionary soldier. Hannah Boone, sister of Daniel Boone, is buried in
this Park. (Side view of church in distance.)

Kentucky Progress Magazine
"Ul
luiid&. and in auinc iiica^urc marking uul and
distinguishing them lor his own (in order to keep others
from settling them) will never regain it."
This was the reason for the trip of 1770 in which
Washington did stake ovit lands as far down as the mouth
of the Great Kanawha. But eventually he did own land
in Kentucky. There are two tracks in Grayson County,
one for 2,000 acres, the other for 3,000 acres for which

Washington paid £ 600 to Henry Lee of Stratford Hall
in 1798. Some conjectures have been made that this was
because the "Kentucke" map of John Filson bore in
scriptions proclaiming an "Abundance of Iron C^re." But
in the light of the passage quoted herein from his Journal
it is also likely that it harks back to the Connolly con
versation.

Large events turn on small things. Had Connolly been
successful in selling George Washington his idea before
he reached Dunmore with his scheme, is it not possible

that history would have taken another course? In these
days the Revolutionary figures seem distant. When we
say they were fighting for their rights and their country
it rarely occurs to us that those rights were sometimes
very definite land titles and that "country" Kentucky,

Battle of the Blue Licks
[Continued from page 13]

brave and much lanienicd L olonela 1odd and 1
Major
Harland and my second son were among the dead.
"A zeal for the defence of their countn- led these heroes

lo the scene of action, though with a few men to attack

a powerful army of experienced warriors. When wc
gave way. the}' pursued us with the utmost eagerness, and
in every quarter spread destruction. The river was dif
ficult to cross, and many were killed in the flight, some
just entering the river, some in the water, others after
crossing in ascending the cliffs."
Among the papers of Captain Rol^ert Patterson, there
was found after his death, which occurred in 1827, an

account in his own handwriting of the Battle of Blue
Licks:

"Two hours before day we got within two miles of
the Lick, halted at daybreak, and finding that we must
be near the enemy, fell in and continued the line of march.
"We crossed the river, and continued on about a mile
to a thick growth of timber, when spies gave the signal
to the horse to charge, which was promptly done in a
gallop close up to the enemy. The firing commenced on
the full coming-up, and forced the enemy from their first
ground, but the right wing not gaining the timber, re
treated at the time that the left wing was gaining on the
enemy, and, Ixfore they were observed, were occupying
the ground that the right had possession of but a little
time before, and would soon have been in our rear.

have halted was at the deserted site of Ruddle's Station,

"Having a number of our best men and officers killed
and wounded, and the enemy continuing firm and fast
turning our right, we were ordered to fall back slowly, and
return their fire to hold them in check so as to gain and
cross the river. By the time we got within one hundred

some 20 miles by the trace from Bryan's Station. Fronj
Captain Gabriel Madison, of Trigg's command, we derive

of the retreating men, together with the writer, could see

march, were enabled to come up with the foe in less than
twenty-four hours after taking their departure from
Bryan's Station. . . .
The first point at which the Kentuckians ap;>ear to

the information that here for the first time it dawned

upon the Kentuckians that Todd's force was greatly
inferior to that of the enemy. . . .

"Continuing the

Route," says Madison, "until near day. then Halted until
sun-up on the 19th. within four miles of the Lick." It
could hardly have taken them over two hours to reach
the ford of the Licking, at which they were to cross. . . .
The place where the battle was fought is in a big bend
of the Licking. The ford . . . was located at or near the
southernmost point of this bend.
It was not until they had reached "the heights opposite
the Blue Licks." and from that coign of vantage had
descried a party of the enemy on the ridge alx>ve the
Blue Licks, that any symptoms of perturbation were be

trayed. According to Captain Madison, the Kentuckians
approached these "heights" on the south side of the Lick
ing "marching in three parallel lines."
Colonel Daniel Boone. in his Narrative incori>orated

in Filson's Kcntiicke published in 1784, only two years
after the battle, says:
"They (the savages) had marched l>eyond the Blue
Licks to a remarkable bend of the main branch of the

Licking river, about forty-five miles from Lexington,
where we overtook them on the 19th day. The savages,
observing us. gave way. and we, being ignorant of their
numl)ers. j)assed the river. When the enemy saw our
proceedings, having greatly the advantage of us in situa
tion, they formed the line of battle frcwn one bend of
Licking river to the other, alwut a mile from the Blue
Licks. An exceeding fierce battle immediately began, for
about fifteen minutes, when we. being over-powered by
numbers, were obliged to retreat, with the loss of sixtyseven men: seven of whom were taken prisoners. The

yards of the bank, and that much below the ford, fifteen
no way of escaping, yet trying and defending ourselves,
the enemy being on every side except the river."
"Our men suffered much in the Retreat." says Levi
Todd, "many Indians having mounted our men's Horses,
having open woods to pass through to the River, and
several were killed in the River." Colonel Logan re
ported: "As the river was very deep only (except) at
the licks and the cHfts so steep that a passage was im
practicable only (except) where they first marched in—
thus circumstances, the savages, sure of victory, rushed
immediately up and threw our men into confusion."
"Some escaped on horse-back, a few on foot," says
Daniel Boone. as Filson has reported him.

Boone was

com])elled to witness the death of his second son. Israel.
From his youth and sprightliness, it is said. Israel Boone
easily could have made his escape, but he remained to
protect his father and the Indians got ahead of him. He
reloaded his gun and fired, after his father had passed
him on his retreat, when he in turn received a mortal
wound in the breast. Abraham Scholl, who was in the

battle with the party from Boone's Station, said he passed
Israel Boone, hard pressed, and saw the blood spoutingg
out of his wound, indicating that he had been shot with
a very large ball. With characteristic reticence, Boone
in his letter of August 30. 1782, to the Governor of Vir
ginia, does not mention the death of his son; and the
naked fact is barely alluded to by him in the Filson Nar
rative. . . .

"The news of this grievous disaster," says Morehead,
"went like a dagger to the hearts of the people of Ken
tucky. The loss in numerical strength Jilone was most
severely felt at a time when the stations were in such
frequent danger: but the death of sucli men as Todd and
Page Tvenly-nint.
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Trigg was universally lamented as a great public calam

tion carried the water.

ity." Terror and dismay for a while overshadowed the
whole of Kentucky. There was sorrow and mourning

been thrilled to view this memorial and to read the in

in many stricken households. "Many widows were now
made," says the laconic Boone, in the Filson Narrative,
and "The reader may guess what sorrow filled the hearts
of the inhabitants! exceeding anything that I am able to de
scribe." It was indeed a staggering blow. Not only were

the people of the Kentucky settlements profoundly af

fect^ by the number of the fatalities and the high stand

ing of the victims, but they were shocked and horrified
even more by the brutal manner in which many of the
deaths had been inflicted: and from this savage spectacle
our feelings to this day instinctively recoil.
The Battle of Blue Licks was not a wanton or useless

waste of life. It was a costly sacrifice, but a sacrifice
of inestimable and enduring value. It proved to Indians
and red-coats alike that Kentucky would not basely and
timidly submit to wrongs without prompt and sturdy re
sistance. It was by all odds the most important, as it is
by all odds the most celebrated, of all the Revolutionary
battles in Kentucky. It was a battle waged in Kentucky,
by Kentucky, and for Kentucky, and, for better or worse,
is pre-eminently typical of Kentucky. . . .
As long as the annals of Kentucky are preserved in
the records or the memory of men. as long as firmness
and fearlessness in the presence of peril are extolled: as
long as nobility of character and magnanimity of heart
are respected; as long as duty calls to danger and the sons
of the proudest of American commonwealths shall count
it sweet and honorable to die for one's country; so long

will the high emprise and daring deeds of the heroes of
the Battle of the Blue Licks be admired and acclaimed,
their fair fame be cherished, and their names remain

enshrined in all our hearts, with ever-growing love and
never-fading lustre.

The Siege of Bryan Station

Many hundreds of visitors have

scription, "In honor of the Women of Bryan Station, who
on the 16th of August, 1782, faced a savage force in
ambush; and, with a heroic courage and sublime selfsacrifice that will remain forever illustrious, obtained

from this spring the water that made possible the success
ful defense of that station."
Proud indeed are those who can claim descent from

the heroines whose names appear in the list of water
carriers, or from those heroes whose names are listed as
the defenders of the station.

August 16th, 1932, will be the 150th anniversary of
this very important battle. In practically every State in
the union descendants will look forward, with interest,

to a celebration of honor to those who so bravely did
their share in the defense of Bryan Station. Many are

there who will welcome, with pleasure, a chance to join
in a nation wide "Home-coming" where the hundreds
of descendants of Bryan Station pioneers may get to

gether and tell again and again of the deeds of heroism
performed by their ancestors one hundred and fifty years
ago.

The Everlasting Springs of the Lincolns
[Continued from page 17]

youngest son, Thomas Lincoln, to Nancy Hanks, who
was living in the home of her cousin and guardian.
Richard Berry, where the wedding took place. This cabin
stood by a generous flow of water which for many years
has been known as the Lincoln Spring. The original
cabin has been moved away, but nature's memorial still
remains. Here other youths of the community may pledge
their love and plight their faith with cups of cool spring
water.

Within two and a half years after the wedding in the

Berry cabin, Thomas Lincoln purchased for "two hun

[Cotitwued from page 15]

dred dollars, cash in hand paid," the three hundred acre
farm, in what is now Larue County, Kentucky. Un

the messengers sent for help, the strategy of Captain John

Craig, the commander during the siege, the speech of
Simon Girty demanding the garrison to surrender, and

doubtedly the famous spring, close by the beginning corner
of the farm survey, influenced Lincoln in the purchase of
the property. In the deed which designates the boundaries

the well known reply by Aaron Reynolds, all these, and

of the farm at the time the Lincolns lived there, is the

many more, are thrilling episodes of Bryan Station his
tory. Many stories are told of the heroism of every
person within the stockade, for during this terrifying
siege even the smallest children took part in the defense

following clause "a certain parcel on tract of land on the
waters of the South Fork of Nolin, containing three hun

of the station, and each and every one is recognized as

dred acres, beginning near or at a spring called the Sink
ing Spring."
It is difficult to find a more picturesque spring than

a Soldier of the Revolution.

this one, near which Abraham Lincoln was born on Feb

Reinforcements, arriving on the morning of the I8th
of August (1782) found that the enemy had lifted the

siege, and were in retreat toward Blue Licks, leaving a
plain trail to be followed by the settlers.
Historians, everywhere, are giving more and more stress
to the fact that the Siege of Bryan Station, and the
Battle of Blue Licks were the two last battles of the

Revolutionary War. It is rather hard to realize that
Revolutionary battles were fought here in our own Ken
tucky. months after the surrender of Cornwallis at York-

ruary 12, 1809. After centuries of continual toil it has
made its own house in a lime stone cave, seven feet high,
seven feet wide, and fifteen feet long. It is overhung
with the branches of a huge tree and its banks are covered
with wild vines. Except for the retaining wall built

just outside the cave, and the approach down a flight of
stone steps, it is very much like it must have been in the
days of Lincoln's infancy.
In jDioneer times a much travelled trail passed by the
convenient watering place and the spring became known

town, but such is the case.

for miles around. It was first called Sinking Spring, later

All Kentucky is proud of the part taken by the hand
ful of pioneer men and women in the Siege of Bryan
Station. In 1896 the Lexington Chapter of the Daughters

Cave Spring and Rock Spring, and now Lincoln Spring.

of the American Revolution erected a Memorial Wall

around the spring from which the women of Bryan Sta
Paft Thirty

On the t»ck wall of this natural limestone spring house
we have what may be the first attempt to memorialize
Lincoln with hammer and chisel. Shortly after Lincoln's
election, a person by the name of Samuel Castene, who
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lived in New York, stopped at the home of the Creals,
then in possession of the old Lincoln Spring. Mr. Castene
borrowed from Judge Creal, at that time a boy of eight

years, a hammer and chisel with which he cut in the
rock on the side of the cave above the spring his initials
S. C. He gave the boy a piece of money for the use
of the hammer and chisel, which fact has inscribed on

Judge Creal's memory, throughout his life, the name

Is it not of symbolic importance that these mystic
waters should be used in the christening of this mighty

ship. Manhattan, which should stand out among its con
temporaries as these men of the cave country have over
shadowed their fellowmen?

Lincoln Family Passed Through
Cloverport

of Samuel Castene. although he never saw nor heard from
him since that time.

[Contiuited from page 21]

In 1865 some Northern soldiers re

turning from the war, stopped at the spring and noticed
the large letters carved in the wall: one of them remarked
that S. C. stood for Southern Confederacy. We may
draw" the conclusion that before the war closed, the old

spring had already become the natural monument of the
birthplace of Abraham Lincoln. The letters S. C. deeply
cut in the rock can be seen today on the wall of the cave.
It is doubtful if nature ever marked a man's birthplace

with a more enduring monument than the Rock Spring.
Long after the building on the hill shall have crumbled

a lease recorded there under date of December 19, 1801

by which Huston leased to Joseph Plumbet, 21 acres of
ground lying above Clover Creek which he is to clear
and put under fence. Upon this land he is to build a
good log house 20 feet long and to plant 100 peach trees,
and 100 apple trees in a straight row, for which he is to
have the use of the ground for seven years. This lease
is atte.sted by Joseph Allen, county clerk of Breckinridge
county.

This record settles all doubt other than Joseph Plumblet

with the coming centuries, the stream of cold water from
the never failing spring will continue to force its way
through the crevice in the eternal rock which marks the
nativity scene of the "Man for the Ages."

was the first permanent settler of Joeville. He was fol
lowed later by Horace Newton, w^io floated down the

These limestone caves which abound in Kentucky and

few years later by the two LaHeist families; and at the

usually serve as the source of some stream of spring
water, seem to have a mystic content that has enlivened
lx)th man and beast.

It has been argued that Blue Grass, knee deep, has

been responsible for the development of the Kentucl^
thoroughbred, but there are those who contend that it is

river in some sort of a store boat.

He later beached his

boat, and the family located here.

He was followed a

time Thomas Lincoln crossed the river here there were

several families living in Joeville, and Jacob Weatherholt
had taken up land just across the river from Joeville, in
Indiana.

the limestone water which has put the bone and sinew in
the horses that have made Kentucky famous.

One reads in the Holy Book of the "swift ships" that

pass over the seas, but how snail-like those sail bedecked
rafts were compared to our modern liners. Po.ssibly the
same mystic content in this spring water to be used in
the christening of the S. S. Manhattan may give to this
new super-ship the swiftness of the Kentucky thorough
bred.

The Polk, Finch and Ryan families had also

taken land grants.
Colonel David R. Murray

Colonel David R. Murray came to Hardinsburg in
early life and engaged in business there. Here lie met
Eliza Huston, a daughter of Joseph Huston and they later
married. At the death of Joseph Huston this land grant
went to Colonel Murray and his wife, Eliza Huston Mur
ray. Afterwards, they moved to Cloverport where they
owned a vast estate.

The cave man of prehistoric days comes out of the past
as a semi-giant of great physical strength. The men
whose origin can be traced to families who drank at this
and other nearby cave springs, have exhibited a new

In the spring of 1922, I was publishing a serial his
torical story in The Breckinridge News, concerning the
early settlement of Cloverport, when I met Colonel Logan
C. Murray, who at that time was president of the United

power, and they tower above their contemporaries, because
of a peculiar gift that sets them apart from other men.

here when he told me the following story as was told to

With Mammoth Cave, the mother of all these little

caverns in Western Kentucky, as a center, it is possible
to find within a radius of fifty miles the beginnings of
four families, that have greatly influenced and are still
influencing American civilization.
Not far from where we are gathered today, on Knob
Creek, the father of Thomas Lincoln and the grandfather
of Robert Lafollette were living side by side. The two

most decidedly American characters the west has pro
duced. found their ancestral beginning right here. That
other outstanding western figure. Senator Borah, who
looms up in this present day, as Lincoln and Lafollette
did in theirs, looks to this same cave territory for his
ancestral heritage.
At the time of the establishment of the Southern Con

federacy, it is not strange that, in seeking a leader to
oppose Abraham Lincoln, a son of the cave country should
be called forth. Jefferson Davis, bom in this territory
of limestone caves, supplies further evidence that some
mystic content has set the men of Kentucky apart for
"tiperinr task«.

States National Bank at New York and was on a visit

him by his father, Colonel David R. Murray, in telling
of Thomas Lincoln and his family when they passed

through Hardinsburg. This is the story as told by Mr.
Murray:

Lincoln Family Crosses Ohio
"Lincoln was driving a yoke of oxen hitched to a cart

and with his family consisting of a wife, a daughter, and
a small son. the party had made their way from Hodgenville to Hardinsburg. Old 'Aunt' Minerva, a Negro
slave, took little Abe and put him on the front step and
fed him buttered bread and milk. They remained in
Hardinsburg that night and the next day drove on to

Cloverport, where they crossed, ferrying the cart over the
river on a raft of logs, drawn by a canoe. The water was

low and two men with long poles helped to push the load
over the river. The cattle were made to swim over,
hitched to the rear end of the canoe."

Six years had passed since Logan C. Murray, now dead,
told this story and was published in connection with my
historical sketch of "Cloverport Looking Backward."
Pafe Thirty-ont
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Then one rainy day in the autumn of 1928, Clarence Leaf,

of Tohinsport, Ind., in rummaging through an old trunk
discovered some papers of Jacob Weatherholt, Jr., dated
August 20, 1866.

5

had wide experience in government work and in

Here was an account of Lincoln's

private practice and is now Chief Architect in
design of Armv Medical Center. Washington.

crossing at Cloverport. This was recorded in deed hook
A, Page 8-9, in the Cannelton deed lx)ok. and stated that
Jacob Weatherholt. Sr.. ferried Thomas Lincoln across the

f)hio River from a point above the mouth of Clover

Creek, and that a raft of logs was constructed upon which
to take the cart over the stream and that the oxen were

made to swim: that the family consisted of Thomas Lin

coln, his wife, a daughter and son. and that they camped
that night on the farm owned by Jake Weatherholt, Sr.
riiey left the next day. making their way along the river
banks and camped at Rock Island at a spring now known
as Lafayette Spring, on their way from Hodgenville in
Hardin county to Hardinsburg. on to Qoverjxirt. where
he crossed the river to take up a land grant in Indiana.
The record of Jacob Weatherholt. Jr., and the statement

of Colonel Logan C. Murray, who probably never knew
each other, and coming six years apart, should leave no
reason to doubt the authenticity of the trail taken bv
the Lincoln family.
John W. Hanks, twin brother of William B. Hanks,
now 85 years of age. both old soldiers of the Civil W^ar.

whose father. William Hanks, was a .nephew of Thomas
Lincoln's wife, Nancy Hanks, verifies these statements as
handed down on the Hanks side of the house, stating that

the Lincolns crossed the Ohio River at Cloverport. not
only this the first time when they moved, but evidence is

plentiful that he made several trips this way. In fact
Jacob Weatherholt, Jr.. in his written statement, says that
after the death of Lincoln's wife, he came l>ack this way
tf) he married again.

Richard Carter of Ooverport, 82 yeans of age. states
that on one of these trips back to Kentucky, Thomas
IJncoln spent the night with his grandfather. Samuel
Reavin, who lived a few miles above town.

The families

were somewhat related by marriage, and it was a custom
in those early days to stop with relatives when traveling
about over the country.
So from Hodgenville to Custer. Harned. Garfield, Har

dinsburg and Cloverport where "The hand of Kentucky
reaches across the bosom of the Ohio River, to grasp the
hand of the Indianian." to Tohinsport. Cannelton. Tell
City. Troy, and Boonville. Ind., beyond a doubt makes this
the Lincoln Trail, from his birth place in Hodgenville to
hi<5 last resting place and tomb in Illinois.

Congress Completes Harrodsburg
Picture
[Continued from page 23]

2. Mrs. James Darnell, of Frankfort, Kentucky,
member of Kentucky State Park Commission and
Director of State Parks.

^

Mr.

Frederick

Law

Olmsted, of

Brookline.

Massachusetts. Landscape Architect of high pro
fessional reputation. Mr. Olmsted has prepared
landscape plans for Pioneer Memorial State
Park, Harrodsburg. Kentucky, and two other
Kentucky parks.
4. Mr. Edward W. Donn, of Washington. D. C..

Mr. George G. Will, of Washington, D. C., mem
ber American Institute of Architects, who has

D. C.

and

Mr. Victor MindelefF. of Washington. D. C., a
meml)er of the American Institute of Architects,
who acted as Professional Adviser for the War

Department in Competition for the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier and Memorial to the first flight
of the Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina. He is engaged in private practice of
architecture in Washington City where his ability
and reputation are of the highest.
"The Jury has seriously considered the entire terrain

of the Park and location of th^ various existing features
with their historical significance, such as the Colo
nial entrance, the approach to the Fort with its block
houses and cabins, to the right of which is Pioneer Me

morial Cemetery. The cross axis from the Cemetery
leads by an esplanade to the elevated, dominating site of
the proposed memorial. The evident thorough considera
tion of all these factors by the authors of this design was
given due weight in arriving at a decision.
"The Jury wishes to particularly emphasize its apprecia
tion of the general high level of artistitf excellence of the
large proportion of the designs submitted, both in con
ception and rendition. The interest shown in the competi
tion was very great and the Jury having taken great
pleasure in studying the various designs extends its con
gratulations to all the participants.
"Respectfully submitted: Robert Aitken. Chairman,
Marvin Darnell (Mrs. James Darnell). Frederick Law
Olmsted, Edward W. Donn. Jr.. George G. Will. Victor
MindelefT, Professional Adviser."

The Monument will start from the end of the flagstone
steps leading from the plaza opposite Pioneer Cemetery
with three (3) tiers and in the last one, immediately in
front of the Monument, there has been incorporated a
granite pavement map of various colors showing Clark's
routes through the Northwest Territory and which is a
charming feature of this proposed Monument.
The Monument proper will be of granite, fifty (50)
feet wide, twelve (12) feet high and the central portion
twenty-eight (28) feet with outstanding Pioneer figures
in alto relief with George Rogers Clark as a young man
looking to the Northwest Territory, the dominant figure
in the Memorial.

There are many features regarding this Memorial that
are yet unfinished as some minor changes will he made.
The Jury held that this design offered great possibilities

for development as the sculptor carves his way, inspired
by a greater conception of the hardships, sacrifices and
endurances manifested by the pioneers.
The Jury, composed of some of America's outstanding
artists stated that in all this country there would not be
a more fitting and beautiful Memorial than this simple,
dignified, soulful tribute in granite, dedicated to the First
Permanent Settlement in
Memorial State Park.

the West, located at F^'oneer

of Wakrfipld. the birthplace of Georffo Wa«b-

Mr. Keally and Mr. Ellenhusen of New York, the
architect and sailptor. have declared that it would he to
American Art lovers equal to some of the best work in
Ktirope and when it was fnni-ihrd it would attract tourists

ington.

from all over the world

member American Institute of Architects, who
has successfullv handled the work of restoration
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Site of Fort Hardin
{Photos and materials by Edward Gregorey)
•••

Left: The last remains of old
Fort Hardin.

Where the old pioneers of Port Hardin were buried, at Hardinsburg.

Left: The Spring which supplied Port Hardin (also where Thomas Lincoln
family cami^, on their way to Indiana in 1816.)

The road that Thomas Lincoln took to Cloverport, Ky., enroute to Indiana.
Page Thtriy-Thrte
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Old Fort Hardin, A.t I~Iardinsburg, Ky.
Exciting Days at This Frontier Post in 1780

H

ARDINSBURG, KENTUCKY, the county seat of
Breckinridge County, was named in honor of Wil

liam Hardin, the pioneer settler of Breckinridge

tried to scale the enclosure. Here the pioneers met them,
and tomahawks and knives were used in a hand to hand

fight. Hardin and his meil fought with fury. After the
Indians discharged their guns there was no time to reload,
It was in the year 1780, after Hardin's first trip to and the same held true on the other side of the wall, as
Kentucky, that he and a numter of emigrants descended the Indians well knew. But soon the pioneers' guns be
the Ohio River as far as Stephensport. Ky.. and went up gan to bark again, and the Indians toppled from the pali
County.

Sinking Creek as far as the fall of that creek, the nearest
})Oint by water to reach the place he had in view to build

sades of the enclosure and within a short time took to
the run. leaving a host of their dead strewn about the

food and a bountiful supply of gims and ammunition.

ground. The women had helped win the fight, for when

of the fort in their hunting grounds for the section was
full of wild turkeys, deer and other game.

by the women, who reloaded them and tossed them back

a fort. His outfit consisted mostly of cooking utensils,

Hardin well knew that the Indians would resist the settling

the guns were cast aside by the men they were grabbed

to the men.

Sel^ting a place for the location of the fort, he began

This battle ended attempts to take the fort, but the

dig the trench several feet deep around the site. When
this was completed, poles and riven logs were cut the
right length and sharpened at one end. These were stood

others wounded at these times, but a search of the woods

to build. A few of the best shots were given the task Indians waged a warfare of waiting and watching to get
of providing the meats and to stand guard on the look a shot at the fort inhabitants. Months would pass with
out for Indians. "With a grape-vine or a green briar" out a sign of an Indian, until suddenly a shot which
the square was staked off and the men set to work to would come buzzing by as some one went to the spring,
or on an errand.

Some of the forters were killed and

each time failed to reveal any Indians. Presumably as

upright in the trench with the sharpened end up. until

soon as the shot was fired, a hasty get away was made.

a strong fence or wall enclosed the plot.
At the four comers of the enclosure a crib like struc

Finally, it developed that one section of the enclosure
was more exposed to these attacks than the others, which

ture arose several feet above the enclosure.

These were

roofed and in them were made many holes just large
t'nough to stick the barrel of a rifle through.
After the enclosure was made, the workmen set to work
building cabins in which to live, as winter was fast draw

led to the conclusion that these shots originated across
the hollow on a near-by ridge. This conclusion was soon
confirmed.

One of the men went outside the wall to cut some

wood, when a shot rang out and a bullet whizzed past
ing nigh and the meat larder had to be replenished. It was hjs head. Hardin was quickly notified and decided upon
not long before a party of Indians out on a hunting trip an old ruse. He posted every man with a long range
<liscovered the fort. They fled back to alarm the tribe gun at the fort loop holes and then hastily rigged up a
to which they belonged, over across the river, and very

soon a war party set out to destroy the settlement.

It was here (xie of the hardest fought battles recorded

in Kentucky history was staged, against some forty peo
ple, including men, women and children.

The Indians

hurled themselves against the fort from all sides, but
Hardin was a bom Indian fighter and staved off their

attack. Intrepid to his own safety he was everywhere,
encouraging his men to take good aim, and soon the In

dians sustained heavy losses and fled back to the nearby
woods to seek shelter. That night under cover of dark
ness they gathered up their dead, more determined than
ever to avenge their enemies within the enclosure.

Hardin knew Indians well enough to know that they

dummy on a pole, with an old coat and cap. He had one

of his men walk near the wall and elevate the dummy
above the enclosure. The scheme worked. A shot rang

out and the flash of powder from the gun was seen to

come from a tall tree near the top of the ridge: th^n a
limb of the tree was shoved aside and an Indian face

appeared, as though trying to see what luck the

marksman liad had. Four shots thundered froiji the en
closure and a dead Indian tumbled to the ground. In

vestigators found a leaning tree upon which the Indian
had climbed to his perch, and apparently heretofore when

they had searched for him, he had kept hid in the top of
the tree until all danger was over, when he would sneak
off in the darkness.

would return and that a more terrible attack than that of

^Hardin was the target of several Indians who craved
his scalp. He was a six footer and was known to the

side of the enclosure, at the foot of the hill, game was

wounded in several frays, he always came out victorious
over his enemies and lived out his natural life. He was
buried at the old fort and a tall hickorv tree stands

the first time might be expected. All made preparations
for the isiege. Water was brought from the spring out

killed and smoked, and all weak places in the wall were

stfCTgthened, and guns cleaned and made ready for
nction.

.\s was anticipated, the Indians came more determined
for revenge after so large a number of their tribe had

been slain. They planned to rush the fort and go over
the tall palisade, or break through. They assaulted the
fort, pouring heavy fire to cover their advance, and then
Paft Thtrly-fom

Indians and his companions as "Big Bill."

Though

guardian over his grave.

Among these hardy pioneers, who were in the old fort,
we find the name of William Weatherholt, a relative of
Jacob Weatherholt who ferried Thomas IJncoln across
the Ohio River at Cloverport in 1816. and Mnrdpc;ii
Lincoln, relative of Thoma« IJncoln

ONE'S A

CROWD

IT DOESN'T take three to make acrowd when one's as

big as three should be! Next time you feel like you're
one too many—in crowded elevators, on a dance floor, in an
insurance examiner's office, before your own bedroom mirror
•—-remember you don't have to be that way! You can reduce
by an easy, effective, masculine method—get started on it at
once. Try the 14-day Pluto Water treatment—including a
quarter of an ordinary glassful of Pluto in a glass of hot water
each morning. Your waistline's your lifeline—be sure it's a
youthful one. Your druggist has Pluto for you. Mail coupon
for free reducing book, "Cutting Down the Waistline", tell
ing how moderate exercise, food selection and Pluto will help
you.

Water

FOR A

RUN-DOWN

CONDITION—whether or

AIDS REDUCljS

not you're

overweight—take the 14-day Pluto Water Treatment!

Ward off

colds, "flu", headaches, rlieNtnotism by keeping fit at all times.

No sluggishness
•wavs—just

can

withstand

Pluto's gentle

but persuasive

t'nrr the dose to suit your condition.

FRENCH

PLIITD
America's Laxative Mineral Water

LICK SPRINGS HOTEL COMPANY

Frencti Lick, Indiana
Please b«iiiJ me free copy of

KP-2

"Ciittiiig Down the WflisUlne" con-

tsinlDK exorcises and food sugeestions.
NuiDe
Address

City

...

ONE CLEAR FACT
• • • Out of a tangle of daims about gasoline
• . . one dear faet stands out . . .

THAT COOD GULF GASOLINE
is bought more places by more people in tpulf's
27 states because car owners buy on perform
ance • • • the only faet that counts.

GULF REFINING COMPANY
INCORPORATED

